Selenium bio-fortification: an alternative to improve phytochemicals and bioactivities of plant foods
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ABSTRACT
Plants are major food sources which possess marvelous health benefits to human beings. To the present age, the effort to improve composites in plants using a bio-fortification technique is expedient to obtain super plant foods. Selenium (Se) is an essential trace element that works on antioxidant system in living beings. Plants have been bio-fortified with Se worldwide to increase Se content in addition to improving the bioactive compounds and biological properties. However, restricted documents were elucidated on the summary and underlying mechanisms which provide beneficial effects on plant phytochemicals and bioactivities improvement. Accordingly, this review article attempts to study available literature on Se bio-fortified plants while also clarifying possible routes through which Se may affect plants biochemical process. Increasing the content of Se bio-fortified in plants resulted in both positive and negative effects. The appropriate exogenous concentration of Se bio-fortification varies among the individual plants as different species have the ability to accumulate and tolerate different levels of Se. The concentration of Se which can support growth or induce them to the early stage of stress are strategic to provide desired effects on an improvement of phytochemicals. Moreover, Se bio-fortified molecules acts as a protectant against drought, cold, UV, heavy metals, and salt strains. The greater antioxidant, anti-cancer, and prebiotic properties were also reported from an increased amount of phytochemical and the synergistic effects of Se and plant phytochemicals. However, higher doses of Se fortified were
toxic to plants at specific levels. Consequently, Se bio-fortification can be claimed as a unique strategy to improve plant treasures.
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**BACKGROUND:**
Plant based diets have long been known as the dominant source of fuel for living things. Nowadays, plant based diets have received more attention as contemporary education evidence delivered the data on their marvelous health benefits and to promote the world population’s well-being. The magnificent non-nutrient compounds which creates valuables to them were called “phytochemical”. The word “phytochemical” refers to the chemicals that are produced naturally in a plant as secondary metabolites [1]. They are also referred to as the words “nutraceutical” or “phyto-protectant”. Though phytochemicals are not crucial for the survival of plants, they are essential in promoting good health and supporting plant development throughout their life cycle. Accordingly, literature and evidence from epidemiological studies have been intensely investigated on the properties of these phytochemicals which reveal the favorable bioactivities on human health when consumed as sources of antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, anti-carcinogenic, anti-diabetic, and anti-microbial constituents which further defend against many chronic diseases including cardiovascular diseases, cancer, diabetes, hypertension, and obesity [2-4].

As the compounds of a plant-based diet have been receiving substantial interest, the strategies on how to improve those phytochemicals production in plants to promote plant nutritional values are more significant and relevant. Elicitation techniques have been applied onto plants as one of the good strategies to induce the production of phytochemical compounds using biotic elicitors including protein [5], oligosaccharides, polysaccharides [6], and abiotic elicitors such as physical stress [7]. Bio-fortification or mineral elicitation is the term that has been proposed as the process of increasing micronutrients into plant during plant growth [8]. It can be applied using the traditional agronomic technology such as the use of micronutrients fertilizers in soil and solution or the foliar application [9]. This term can also be referred to as “supplementation,” “enrichment,” or “fertilization” with the same denotation in this area of work. Accompanied by global mineral deficiency problems, bio-fortification is an approaching strategy which primarily emerges to deal with mineral deficiency problems. Bio-fortification can provide an accumulation of plant micronutrients as well as additional extraordinarily outgrowth to induce plants’ secondary metabolites production. The biosynthesis of many secondary metabolites in plants is a defense mechanism of plants to equilibrate their system from stressors. Minerals applied can possibly induce plant to stress, thereafter plants may react by producing larger quantity of enzymes and phytochemical compounds to handle themselves from these injurious conditions. Moreover, minerals may play role as important cofactor of enzymes which is used for normal growth and the manufacture of primary and secondary metabolites. Consequently, they can be substrates and cofactors for these compounds production. Therefore, plant bio-fortification is one of the methods which gain increased quantity of minerals in plants, in addition to being a fascinating approach for promoting beneficial phytochemical compounds and finally providing great biological properties to plants. Selenium (Se) is the mineral responsible for antioxidant protection. The use of this mineral bio-fortification has been spread worldwide. However, restricted documents were
elucidated on the summary in addition to underlying mechanisms that affect plant phytochemicals and bioactivities improvement. Therefore, this review aimed to evaluate available literature on Se bio-fortified plants and explain conceivable paths of action which reflect changes of phytochemical contents and bioactivities of various plants.

SELENIUM IN PLANT METABOLISM
Se is an essential trace element required by human, animals, microorganisms, and plants [10]. It originally enters the food chain through plants, although typical Se content of food varies from very excellent source in seafood, meat, poultry, and grains. Se content in plants is greatly influenced by the amount of Se in soil which varies around the world [11]. Additionally, the uptake and accumulation of Se also depends on many factors including the ability of plant species to absorb and metabolize Se, the form of use, and atmosphere conditions including pH and the presence of ion [12]. Three different groups of plants separated by the ability to uptake Se in plant tissues are non-accumulator, secondary accumulator, and primary accumulator which accumulate less than 25 mg Se/kg dry weight, 25 to 100 mg Se/kg dry weight and 100 to 10,000 mg Se/kg dry weight respectively. A schematic of Se metabolism in plants is illustrated in Figure 1.

![Schematic of Se metabolism in plants](image)

**Figure 1.** The schematic of Se metabolism in plants. Abbreviations: Se-Proteins, seleno-proteins; Se-Met, seleno-methionine; Se-Cys, seleno-cysteine; Se-Methyl-SeCys, seleno-methyl-selenocysteine; DMSe, dimethyl-selenide; DMDSe, dimethyl-diselenide [11].

Se is primarily taken up by plants as inorganic selenate (SeO₄²⁻) or selenite (SeO₃²⁻) [13]. While plants absorb Se through roots, it incorporates plant proteins to form seleno-cystein (Se-Cys) and seleno-methionine (Se-Met) at usual levels. As the chemical and physical properties of Se and sulfur (S) are closely related, Se is taken up by plants in the similar way to that of S via sulfate transporter in the root plasma membrane. Therefore, both atoms are competitive candidates.
for the same binding sites and showed the antagonistic relationship [14]. Furthermore, plants have the biochemical processes which can get rid of excess Se to volatile Se compounds in the form of dimethyl-selenide (DMSe) or dimethyl-diselenide (DMDSe) by a process called volatilization which is also recognized as a detoxification process [15].

SELENIUM BIO-FORTIFICATION APPROACH
Essentially, Se has been recognized as an important trace element in antioxidant defense system in all living beings. It works on protecting the host against free radicals and destruction through being a core part of primary antioxidant enzymes named glutathione peroxidase (GPx). Moreover, Se is also a part of other seleno-proteins which have various functional roles in human body including Thioredoxin reductases which regulate DNA synthesis and gene expression. Iodothyronine deiodinases, which regulates thyroid hormone and Selenoprotein S, is also an important factor for anti-inflammation and protecting cells from stress-induced apoptosis [12]. For plants, voluminous advantageous roles exerted by Se have also been reported that encompass supporting growth rate, stimulating seed germination, enhancing yield, and delaying senescence, while increasing plant respiratory potential and accumulation of metabolites in addition to manipulating plant homeostasis in stress conditions [16, 17]. However, only the proper amount of Se demonstrated positive effects while higher amounts can lead to toxicity. The effort of Se bio-fortification began in Finland since the 1980s to successfully increase Se content in vegetables crops [18]. Afterwards, this technique became worthwhile to many deficient regions throughout the world. Nowadays, besides the need for an improvement of Se content, new challenges also include concerns about the promotion of phytochemicals in plants using Se bio-fortification due to various biological properties employed by these phytochemical components, which thereby may encourage positive effects to human health. To date, large number of studies were interested in this issue and reported effects on the influence of Se bio-fortification to expedient compounds level and bioactivities in numerous plants [16, 17, 18]. Main groups of Se bio-fortified plants were in Se accumulating plants such as broccoli, onion, garlic, and chives due to their high accumulation ability in addition to grains such as wheat, rice, rye, and barley attributable to their function as a main energy source for world population. Furthermore, there has been significant work in supplying common vegetables, including lettuce, cabbage, tomato, and potato. Sodium selenate and sodium selenite were the main forms applied to plants, as they are naturally occurring in the environment. Selenate was highly absorbable than selenite [19], yet the cost was twofold. Se can stimulate the production of phytochemicals due to many different procedures applied, seed priming, foliar application or grown in soil, any supporting materials or even grown in hydroponic solution system.

INFLUENCE OF SELENIUM ON PLANT PHYTOCHEMICALS
Chlorophyll
Chlorophyll is the foremost component which works on energy manufacturing for plants through a process called photosynthesis which also provides green color to the plants [20]. It is correlated to the growth of plants as every living being needs energy for the progression of life. Consequently, any factors that have undesirable effects on plants are also likely to harm the production of this photosynthetic compound. Se has been positively reported to affect the production chlorophyll in
many plants. Precise outcomes from the supplementation of sodium selenite to goji berry leaves (*Lycium chinense*) up to 5 mg Se/L by Dong et al. (2013) showed an enhancement of 229% chlorophyll a and 205% chlorophyll b contents compared to the control [21]. Similar results have also been reported in kenaf [22] and lettuce [23, 24]. It can be suggested that at low concentrations, Se may promote proper conditions to plants and influence the efficient flow of electrons in the respiratory chain, which is related to the rate of plant photosynthesis and promotion of chlorophyll biosynthesis. Furthermore, another reason indicated by a study conducted by Padmaja et al. (1990) is that Se possesses a role as a novel regulator of porphyrin biosynthesis by controlling the porphobilinogen synthase activity [25]. Consequently, Se is important for the biosynthesis of chlorophyll. Moreover, Se also exerted an improvement in the photosynthetic rate in plants exposed to many stress conditions. For example, this includes the improvement of chlorophyll content in wheat seedling grown during drought stress [26], cold stress [27], and potatoes grown under light stress [28] by eliminating radical disturbances and rebalance plant cells system. However, Se treatment at higher levels can cause an adverse effect to plants by increasing the rate of lipid peroxidation and inhibiting porphobilinogen synthase activity, which decreases chlorophyll content. For example, Se treatment at higher levels can decrease in chlorophyll content in mung bean seedlings [29] and basil plants [30], and can also eventually lead to death. Nevertheless, the chlorophyll content in plant varies not only from the direct effect of Se but also from its indirect effect, mostly through its influence to other compounds including phenolic compounds. The level of phenolic compounds will probably be increased by Se as a stressor, while also further regulating a reduction in chlorophyll biosynthesis due to the competitive effects between polyphenol and chlorophyll biosynthesis [31].

**Carotenoids**

Carotenoids are the yellow, orange, or red pigment found in the chloroplast of plants and living photosynthetic cells. They serve two vital roles in plants, the first being the absorption of light energy for photosynthesis process and secondly protecting chlorophyll from photo-damage and harmful interferences such as anti-oxidative substances [32]. They can be divided into two classes which are xanthophylls (oxygen containing carotenoids) and carotenes (purely hydrocarbons carotenoids). Well known xanthophylls are named as follows, lutein and zeaxanthin, while carotenes group includes α-carotene, β-carotene, and lycopene. Plants carotenoid contents were reported to be affected by Se bio-fortification in many studies since Se addition at some levels can induce plant to stress conditions. Basil plants fortified with high Se levels (30-120 mg Se/L) exhibited higher carotenoids content, while decreased in chlorophyll content because carotenoids are closely associated to chlorophyll due its supportive role in protection of chlorophyll. Stress circumstances could induce damage of photosynthetic compounds, thereby signaling for protection necessity. Consequently, it required a higher number of carotenoids to action via xanthophyll cycle to extenuating those kind of abnormality [33]. While Se was used as anti-oxidative molecules in plants exposed to other stressors including drought, UV-B, salinity, and even heavy metals, results revealed an increase in carotenoids content due to the Se oxidative stress protectant. Outcomes from a study on Se fortified to wheat exposed to drought stress confirmed this claim [34]. However, a reduction in β-carotene contents affected by Se was also observed in tomato fortified with Se (1 mg Se/L) [17]. It had been reported earlier that Se may down-regulate
the expression of phytoene synthase which was a key step of carotenoid biosynthesis in rockcress (Arabidopsis), plant in Brassicaceae family [35]. Therefore, Se may down-regulate some enzymes or genes on carotenoids synthesis in tomato. Moreover, the lower amount of β-carotene in tomato may also be related to the ripening adjournment process induced by Se, which is influenced by the reduction of ethylene. Ethylene is the crucial hormone controlling ripening period of fruits. Since Se addition is formed a complex to methionine and converted to Se-Met which accumulate as organic Se in plant tissues. Therefore, Se bio-fortification reduces the level of free methionine, an important substrate of the ethylene biosynthesis and eventually lowering the production of ethylene [36].

Phenolic compounds

Phenolic compounds are the most plentiful secondary metabolites of plants that are essentially formed by the shikimate and phenylpropanoid pathways (Figure 2), with more than 8,000 known compounds, ranging from simple phenolic acids molecules to highly polymerize structures including flavonoids and tannins [37]. In plants, phenolic compounds typically work as protective elements against UV radiation, pathogens, and predators, while also contributing to some organoleptic properties of plant foods including color, taste, and flavor. Anthocyanins provided red and purple color to plants, with some phenolics giving a bitter and astringent taste. Moreover, they are required for the synthesis of lignin to support plants’ cell wall structure. Therefore, these valuable compounds correspondingly deliver multiple biological effects including antioxidant activity, anti-inflammatory properties, and anti-carcinogenic properties [38]. Possible routes explaining how Se influence on plant phenolics include the following. First, it was previously reported that lightly exposed plants to stress conditions may stimulate the production of phenolic compounds because of their role as protectants in plants [39]. Goji leaves were demonstrated to have an improvement in chlorogenic acid content as affected of 5 mg Se/kg of sodium selenite bio-fortification [21]. Furthermore, Se bio-fortified purple potatoes at low levels of Se (20 mg Se/L) were positively affected to raise phenolic acids content including chlorogenic acid, caffeic acid, and its derivatives, in addition to its impact on anthocyanin contents while higher levels revealed negative effects [40]. Additionally, a similar reason was explained for the effect of Se on flavonoid content that higher accumulation may result in plant’s enhanced capacity to overcome stress conditions. For example, Se could enhance the level of naringin chalcone and kaempferol in tomato fruits [41], promote accumulation of catechin in Assam tea [42], and enhance anthocyanin content in wheat [27]. Responses of plants to stress can furthermore be observed from the level of proline in plant tissues which is regulated by shikimate pathway. Se stated to enhance the proline level in many plants including basil [30] and displays higher level of phenolic compounds, thereby confirming the induction of phenolic accumulation as response from stressors. Second, Sulfur (S) and Se are antagonists at similar routes of absorption by plant roots. The accumulation of one mineral, either S or nitrogen (N), leads to the limitation of the other one as N and S is the major substrate for protein production. [43]. The addition of Se into plants is therefore highly inter-related to N metabolism by exert the accumulation of N compounds in plants comprise of amino acids, protein, and N-secondary metabolites compounds. Amino acids including methionine, phenylalanine, tryptophan, and tyrosine are precursors of many intermediates compounds. In the case of phenolic compounds, phenylalanine is the major substrate for their biosynthesis. Third, Se
may have additional effects on some enzymes responsible for phenolic compounds production in phenylpropanoids pathway (Figure 2). It has been reported that in order to stimulate the production of phenylalanine ammonia lyase (PAL), the enzyme for converting phenyl alanine to cinnamic acid is the first step in the biosynthesis of phenolic compounds through the activation of its expression. The hypothesis can be supported by studies in Se bio-fortified basil [30], in which total phenolic contents were raised in accordance to PAL activities.

**Figure 2.** Biosynthesis of phenolic compounds in plants. Abbreviations: PAL, phenylalanine ammonia lyase; CHS, chalcone synthase.

**Glucosinolates (GLS)**

Glucosinolates are S and N containing secondary metabolites which exhibit anti-carcinogenic properties. They can be found in cruciferous plants (Brassicaceae), including cauliflower, garden cress, cabbage, broccoli, or brussel sprouts. As Se and S are competitive at the same channels of the root membrane, Se bio-fortification may thereby effect on the level of GLS in plants. Exposing plants to low levels of Se may promote S uptake, which therefore may enhance the level of S-metabolites like GLS. As can be seen in a study conducted by Thiruvengadam and Chung (2015), selenium dioxide fortified to turnip could induce the production of some GLS derivatives including gloconasturtin, glucobrassicanapin, and 4-methylglucobrassicin [44]. On the other hand, high Se concentration can lead to reduction in GLS content. In broccoli shoots fed with sodium selenite there was a reduction in the level of GLS in addition to 4-methylsulphinylbutyl GLS [45]. GLS reduction mainly in the form of glucotropaeolin in garden cress sprouts were also observed after treatment with sodium selenate and sodium selenite 4 and 8 mg Se/L [46]. A similar study on Se fortified broccoli also supported the fact that there was reduction of GLS in florets but not sprouts [47]. Reduction in total GLS in cruciferous plants may be explained by the influence of Se on the S assimilation pathway. The synthesis of seleno-amino acid instead of S-amino acid and further
complexion to protein may interrupt GLS compounds production, thus reducing their level. Moreover, Se treatment has also been reported to up regulate genes responsible for GLS breakdown [48].

**Ascorbic acid and tocopherols**

Ascorbic acid, also known as vitamin C, is the biomolecule that occurs in all the cell compartments of plants. Vitamin C acts in plants as an enzyme cofactor involved in photosynthesis and the control of regular growth. Moreover, vitamin C has been demonstrated to be the most potent antioxidant against radicals in water soluble phase prior to other defensive compounds like phenolics. Furthermore, vitamin C is able to reduce the oxidized tocopherol, the fat-soluble vitamin E which can exhibit oxidation process of lipid cellular membranes [49]. In response to stress induction by high levels of Se, ascorbic acid and tocopherol may possibly increase. A study on lettuce by Xue et al. (2001) suggested that Se promotes the production of tocopherol of senescent seedlings [24]. Experiment conducted on Se treated wheat also demonstrated a positive relationship between Se addition and glutathione content. As Se is a cofactor of GPx, it has been suggested that Se may increase ascorbic acid content through the stimulating effect on GSH, which may chemically reduce DHA to ascorbic acid via the ascorbate-glutathione cycle [50]. Ascorbic acid has a role in photosynthesis. Therefore, therefore ascorbic acid is greatly related to the growth and chlorophyll content of plants. Studies in sodium selenite bio-fortified to tomato seedling exposed parallel results with an increase of the amount of net photosynthetic rate and photosynthetic pigments which thereby results in increased amounts of ascorbate in plant tissues. However, at higher Se-treatment levels, there was evidence that in cactus pear treated with selenoferous soil the ascorbic acid content was reduced while the level of phenolic compounds tended to be higher [51]. This could be attributed to the primary defensive roles of ascorbic acid in plants. Ascorbic acid is utilized as electron donor to stabilize radicals in the plant system, but when its pool becomes low, plants might shift to other compounds including phenolics. Nevertheless, the trend in other plants may be different due to their different routes of defense systems.

**INFLUENCE OF SELENIUM ON PLANT BIOACTIVITIES**

**Antioxidant activities**

In all type of cells, reactive oxygen species (ROS) are generated as a natural by-product of oxygen metabolism in the normal stage of life [52]. A balance between ROS and concomitant substances to scavenge them is necessary to maintain the proper physiological function in biological systems. However, when an excess amount of free radicals is produced, it may cause the injury to cells. In human nutrition, antioxidants are important to counteract the oxidisable biomolecules including lipids, proteins, and DNA and the promotion of prominence in health. Plants are like the other organisms when exposed to strain conditions, they have evolved mechanisms to manage the counterbalance. The endogenous antioxidant system of plants is compromised of enzymatic and non-enzymatic antioxidants. The enzymatic antioxidants included superoxide dismutase (SOD), glutathione peroxidase (GPx), catalase (CAT), peroxidase (POD), in addition to the enzymes of the ascorbate-glutathione cycle including ascorbate peroxidase (APx), monodehydroascorbate reductase (MDHAR), dehydroascorbate reductase (DHAR), and glutathione reductase (GR) while
non-enzymatic antioxidants compounds included glutathione (GSH), ascorbic acid, carotenoids, tocopherols, and various phytochemicals, especially phenolic compounds. Se bio-fortification has the foremost effect on the antioxidant activities of plants, as Se is well-known as a core part of the GPx enzyme. Therefore, a large number of studies were addressed on the elimination of various kinds of stress owing to its efficiency in trigger enzymatic antioxidants system in plants. Lipid peroxidation has been recognized as a major cause of cellular injury which can be estimated from the concentration of the by-product in tissue extract called malondialdehyde (MDA) measuring from TBARS (Thiobarbutyric acid reactive species) assay [53]. As plants always initially manipulate these effects using enzymes, MDA and antioxidant enzymes content are the main biomarkers to observe plants’ changes. Many researchers reported the helpfulness of Se in handling stress injury by enhancing the level of GPx, CAT, POD, and APx while plants are visible to UV-B stress [34], cold stress [16], drought stress [26], and salt stress [54, 55], even when exposed to heavy metals like lead (Pb) and arsenic (As) [56, 57]. Furthermore, Se addition was also proved to mitigate the lipid peroxidation by lowering MDA content in plant tissues [46, 55]. Possible explanation on this behavior can be suggested that the supplementation of Se supports GPx activity by being an enzyme complex. When the level of GPx was high in the system, the other enzymes which work on similar substrate (H$_2$O$_2$) like CAT and APx were kept. Additionally, while the rate of H$_2$O$_2$ decomposition is high, SOD was highly prompted which resulted in its reduction. The relationship of antioxidant enzymes in plants is shown in Figure 3.

![Antioxidant enzymes relationship in plants](image)

**Figure 3.** Antioxidant enzymes relationship in plants. Abbreviations: SOD, superoxide dismutase; CAT, catalase; APx, ascorbate peroxidase; ASC, ascorbic acid; DHA, dehydroascorbate; DHAR, dehydroascorbate reductase; GPx, glutathione peroxidase; GR, glutathione reductase; GSH, glutathione; GSSG, glutathionedisulfide.

Antioxidant activities in plants may also improve from the consequence of Se on phytochemicals components which have its function in electron or hydrogen atom donors. The well-known substance which potently works on this purpose were phenolic compounds. Many experiments have been done in vitro claiming the correlation between increased total phenolic content affected by Se to the progression of antioxidant activities in plants as measured by ABTS
(2,2'-azino-bis-3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulphonic acid) radical scavenging activities in cactus pear [51], DPPH (2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl) radical scavenging activities in pepper [58], FRAP (Ferric reducing antioxidant power) and FCA (Ferrous ion chelating activities) in green tea [59]. A similar result was also shown on an enhancement of DPPH, ABTS, and AAPH (2,2'-Azobis (2-amidinopropane) dihydrochloride) radical scavenging activities in Se bio-fortified rice shoots. Likewise, an improvement of carotenoids, tocopherol, and ascorbic acid affected by Se may also play some parts. However, only an appropriate amount of Se fortified may provide advantages. At high doses, it may exert toxic effects by acting as pro-oxidant, reducing yields and inducing metabolic disturbances. Additionally, Se itself may provide extra nutritional values to plants, especially while plants store Se in organic form. When consumed, Se supplement can promote the activity of GPx level in blood and liver which strengthens the protection ability of the body. Trials of rats fed with Se-broccoli floret extract which has been done by Charron et al. (2001) revealed an increase in red blood cell GPx activity significantly compared to rats fed with regular broccoli [45]. Another study in vivo on effect of Se-green tea fed to rats also demonstrated an increase in GPx activity together with the reduction blood MDA content better than sodium selenite [60]. This may additionally support the claim that the consumption of organic Se provides higher bioavailability in in vivo system.

**Anti-inflammatory properties**

Se disclosed anti-inflammatory properties in many studies in vitro and in vivo via various transduction pathways. It indicated the influence of cell signaling and inhibition of the activation of NFκB, which is the transcription factor that plays a role in response to inflammatory signaling [61]. Se may also enhance the number of T lymphocytes (T-cells) which play a role in cell mediated immunity, thereby provoking an anti-inflammatory effect [62]. Se bio-fortification within plants can be expected to provide anti-inflammatory effects both from Se itself and with its role to trigger the bioactive compounds that have the potential role of suppressing inflammation such as flavonoids. However, only a few reports noticed this issue. The results obtained from Tyszka-Czochara et al. (2016) showed that the extract of amaranth sprouts grown in sodium selenite can significantly decrease in IL-6 concentration in the medium of lipopolysaccharides (LPS) activated RAW 264.7 cell without toxicity compared to the control [63]. However, the effect on the transcription factor NFκB in cells was not different. Research on plants rich in Se which possess anti-inflammatory properties still needs to be supported by additional evidence.

**Anti-tumor and anti-cancer properties**

Along with numerous studies related to the health benefits of Se, the powerful effect of Se as anti-tumor and anti-cancer substance has been widely spread. The possible mechanisms of Se to inhibit cancer included the reduction of DNA damage [64], reduction of oxidative stress, suppression of inflammation [65], and enhancement of response of the immune system by increasing the numbers of cytotoxic lymphocytes and natural-killer cells [9]. Moreover, nutrigenetic researchers discovered that seleno-methionine, organic Se can activate tumor suppressor protein p53 gene which can inhibit the proliferation and induce the early apoptosis of cancer cells [66,67]. Reciprocal to other bioactivities, Se bio-fortified plants were likely to employ benefits from both
the ability of high Se to work as part of enzyme complex and the induction of Se on plant phytochemicals. In vitro study of ethanolic extract of green tea applied with foliar application of Se possessed the outcomes on inhibiting the growth of cancer cells included HeLa (human cervix adenocarcinoma), A549 (human lung carcinoma), and Hep G2 (human liver hepatocellular carcinoma) cell lines [68]. This study suggested responsibility of Se to trigger the production of tea polyphenols, especially epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) which can promote higher antioxidant activities and anti-cancer properties.

Se-accumulating plants including Allium and Brassica plants that can accumulate high content of Se are thereby the most remarkable group of plants to be supplied by Se to yield natural products containing extraordinary anti-cancer ability. High Se garlic was reported to significantly suppress the development of lesions and adenocarcinomas formation in the mammary gland of carcinogen treated rats better than Se-yeast due to the high content of γ-glutamyl-Se-methylselenocysteine which is believed to be efficient against cancer cells [69]. The works of Se enrichment in broccoli has been tested on anti-cancer potential and showed a 50 % reduction in aberrant crypts in colon of mice [70], and also reduced the incidence of mice mammary tumors and tumor number [71]. In the same way, Se fortified ramp supported ability of Se-plant to reduce the chemically induced mammary tumor in rat. Additionally, another study suggested significant reduction in β-glucuronidase bacterial enzyme activity which administrated rats with Se enrich green tea drink compared with the rats fed with water only [72]. Because the β-glucuronidase enzyme is considered to be one of the enzymes that increases the risk for colorectal cancer, it thereby reveals alternative roles of Se to reduce incidence of colon cancer.

Prebiotic properties
Prebiotics are non-digestible food ingredients that intend to stimulate the growth of probiotic bacteria, the viable beneficial microorganisms in human gut [73]. Se fortified green tea has been stated by Molan et al. (2009) for the first time to contain prebiotic effects by promoting the growth of Lactobacillus rhamnosus and Bifidobacterium breve when added in MRS broth [59]. Moreover, their animal model study investigated the population size of probiotic and pathogenic bacteria in the cecum of rat after oral administration with aqueous extracted of Se containing green tea compared to the regular Chinese green tea [72]. Results revealed an increase in Lactobacillus and Bifidobacteria species with a significant reduction of the number of bacteroides and clostridial bacteria. While the control showed a slight increase in the number of probiotics, the effect was not significant. Se enriched green tea is now claimed to be a good prebiotic food underlying the compromise of Se to promote phenolic compounds production in green tea. High levels of phenolic compounds thereby offers higher antioxidant effects and modulation of oxidative stress in the medium which provides a better environment for the multiplication of probiotics, in addition to somehow inhibiting pathogens. Nonetheless, only the studies on Se-green tea were reported. Further work need to be claimed on its noteworthy effects.

CONCLUSION
Se bio-fortification regards the influence that plants produce in many ways as this strategy originates from the deficiency problem. The increased content of Se after bio-fortification is not
only an issue that matters to bioactivities of plants, but also stimulates the production of phytochemicals. To the best of our knowledge, this review concluded that Se bio-fortified into plant resulted in both negative and positive behaviors of plants. Principally, advantageous effects of Se occurs when plants are induced in the early stage of stress. At this stage, plants attempt to overwhelm the strain condition from the production of protective components. Se at low dosages tended to improve the overall nutritional quality of plants while higher levels were toxic. The suitable exogenous concentration of Se bio-fortified to individual plants is thereby the most critical factor to provide desired effects from an improvement of bioactive compounds including chlorophyll, carotenoids, phenolic compounds, glucosinolates, and ascorbic acids. Additionally, Se supplementation positively influences the biological properties of plants including antioxidant, anti-inflammation, anti-cancer, and prebiotic properties. Focus research on Se application in specific plant species is yet required in order to use this strategy in unrestricted approach. Se bio-fortification can now be unquestionably claimed to be a good strategy to improve the nutritional values of plants.
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